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Gr azing occultations
DOUG CUNNINGHAM
JOHN HLYNIALUK

A, uoo.o*imately 3:40 EST on Sunday December 30, Ig79a convoy of
cars carrying 25 amateur astronomers rounded the western corner of Gould
Lake, near Owen Sound, Ontario. (See Figs. I and 2.) Observers in the lead
car glanced eastward across Gould Lake and exclamations of . . . ,,wow! Look at
that moon!" were voiced. The93% sunlit moon appeared 5 degrees above the
eastern horizon and was silently moving through a nearly cloudless sky towards
a rendevous with lst-magnitude Aldebaran - an event which the International
occultation Timing Association (IOTA) predicted would produce a spectacular
gtazing occultation.

Just what is a "grazing occultation"? This happens when a star, or other
astronomical body is covered up by the extreme northern or southern limb of
the moon in its easterly motion about the earth. Dr. David Dunham of IorA,
and leader of the present graze progam, defines this phenomena as follows:

"A grazing occultation is said to occur when a star is 3.0 s of arc under the
mean limb of the moon at deepest occultation or when multiple events are
caused by the star blinking on and off as it passes behind the lunar mountains."
(See Figure 3.)

In Fig. 3 the geometry of the earth, moon, and star during a grazing
occultation is shown with the telescopic view indicated at the right. The limit
line (northern or southern) is the path traced out by the northern or southern
edge of the moon's shadow on the surface of the earth . , . much as occurs
during a solar eclipse. Due to the geometry of the earth, moon, and star, grazes
may be observed over a narrow band of approximately 4 miles centered about
the extreme northern or southern limit of the lunar shadow. For an observer
the moon's motion produces an apparent straight-line path for the star with
events (D for disappearances and R for reappearances) occurring instantaneously
at the moon's airless limb. The letters F and B stand for flash and blink and they
represent rapid events of less than 0.5 s duration. As well, if the star has a large
radius or is nearby then a gradual climming may occur as it passes behind lunbr
features. Dimming may also occur when the unresolved companion of a binary
star is occulted . . . although these disappearances will probably be stepwise.
when the occulted star is 6th magnitude or brighter the observer is treated to a
spectacular view of thq star flashing on and off as successive lunar mountains
pass in front of it.

2ta

Doug cunningham ls Head of science at the Bruce peninsula and District
school in Lion's Head, ontario. He graduated from Acadia university with
a B.sc. degree and obtained his teacher specialist certification from
McArthur college, Queen's (Jniversity. In addition to science education
and astronomy, Doug's interests include wilderness camping, motor-
cycling, and computers. Doug is maftied to a fellow Maritimer and they
have an 8 year old daughter. (Bruce Peninsula District school, Lion's
Head, Ontario, Canada N1H 1W0)

John Hlynialuk graduated from the Faculty of Education, Althouse
college after obtaining a B.sc. degree from the tJniversity of llestern
ontario. He now teaches physics and mathematics at luiarton District High
school. An avid photographer and star-gazer, he has pursued his interest in
astronomy with a variety of telescopes, the largest a homemade 30_cm
reflector. (Iliarton District High Schoot, Wiarton, Ontario, Canada)CUNNINGHAM

HLYNIALUK
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Fig. l. Location of the northern tirnit line of the moon's stradow and the observing site
chosen for the grazing occultation ofAldebaran which occu'ed on Dec. 30, lg7g.

Fig. 2. A total of 18 observing stations were set up along a N-s county road just east of
Chesley Lake. Separations averaged 400 feet with the best observers located in the areas
where multiple events were predicted by IOTA.
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Fig. 3. The geometuy of the earth,
moon, and the star during a graz-
ing occultation along with the
telescopic view at the dght. The
letters are explained in the text.

Fig. 4. Aldebaran Etaze obseryers
pose in front of the Wiarton High
School just prior to departing for
the graze area near Chesley Lake.
Three Astronomy Clubs are repre-
sented. .. Bruce Peninsula Dis-
trict School, Toronto Centre of
the RASC, and the Wiarton lligh
School.

Fig. 5. The geometry of the Tan-z
correction which corrects for the
elevation of the observer above
sea level.

Organizing a graze expedition
Earlier in the aftemoon of December 3}th, lgTg

groups of observers from Toronto, Wiarton, and Lion's
Head, Ontario had converged on the Wiarton High School
to complete plans for observing this graze (Fig. 4), The
coordinates of the extreme northern limit of the lunar
shadow had been obtained from IOTA and this limit line
(assuming the moon is completely circular) had been
drawn on a l:50000 scale topographic map of the area
(Fig. 2).

An observer's elevation correction, called the tan-z
correction had shifted the limit line approximately 0.2
mile to the south. Figure 5 illustrates the geometry of the
tan-z correction. Since grazing occultation predictions are
computed for sea level, a correction must be made for the
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elevation of the observing site. The site elevation, h, and the
altitude of the moon are known for a given location. From
the diagram, the ratio dlh is the tangent of the angle z.
Thus, to calculate the shift of the limit line (south in this
case) the quantity d = h (tan z) is determined. Since the
elevation is readily determined from the topographic map
for the gtaze arca and the angle z = 90 - (altitude of the
moon) the correction distance d canbe determined. To ease
the calculations the tangents of the z angles are listed on
the graze predictions supplied by IOTA.

The computer profile of the lunar mountains pro-
vided by IOTA suggested that multiple events would be
observed 0.4 mile above the limit line and 0.6 to 1.0 mile
below the limit line (Figs. 2 and 6). Plans called for ex-
perienced graze observers to be placed in these regions and
the novice observers were to be placed in between. Eighteen

Fig. 6. A graph showing the event
proltle as obscrved on Dcc. 30,
1979 along with the predicted
event profile as obtained from
IOTA.

Fig, 7. Equipment necessary for
the successful observation of a
graze and the rccording of data.

stations were staked out 400 ft apart. Equipment varied
from a number of 8-in. Celestrons through 8 in., 6 in.,
and 4 in. reflectors to 4 in. and 2.5 in. refractors. To time
the graze events, time signals from CHU (Canadian Nation-
al Time Services. . . Ottawa, Ontario) and WWV (USA
National Time Services. . . Fort Collins, Colorado) time
services were received by short-wave radios or Radio Shack
time cubes and the events were voice-recorded along with
the time signals on tape recorders. See Fig. 7 for an illus-
tration of the graze observer's equipment. Telescopes may
be as small as 2.5-in. refractors but these are usually used
for the grazes of the brighter stars such as Aldebaran.
More important than aperture is a steady mounting and
slow-motion controls to compensate for the moon's appar-
ent motion.

After an hour and 15 minutes of intense activity all
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Fig, 8. What a beautiful sight! Orange Aldebaran shows up in this
photo as the tiny speck near the lower limb of the moon just prior
to Etzze time. The photograph was taken through a 25-mm eyepiece
of a Cave 8 in. f/7 reflecting telescope. Tri-X film exposed for I/30 s

through an f/2 Yashica lens captured the picture.

observers and their equipment were in position. Now the
excitement and the suspense began to build.

A spectacular graze
While the golden rays of the setting sun bathed

nearby hills and passing cars slowed as they encountered
the l8 telescopes with their anxious observers the moon
closed the gap between itself and Aldebaran (Fig. 8). Even
in the finderscopes the orange color of Aldebaran made a

fine contrast with the dark blue sky and the yellow north-
ern mountains. At approximately 22 hr 28 min UT (Uni-
versal Time) Aldebaran encountered the lunar mountains.
At stations #2 and, #3 experienced gtaze observers John
Hlynialuk and Andreas Gada watched in disbelief as Alde-
baran made a clear miss of the mountains. As John put it
(Fig. 9) - "When I realized, I would record a miss I wanted
to pick up my Cave 8-in. reflector and begin running south
into the lunar shadow." After aU our plans stations #1 to
#tS recorded misses! . . . terrible! However, at station
#tq rcf Hatt, a grade 1l student, observing with a 6-in.
Dynascope, was tantalized by a couple of dimmings. At
station #16 Aldebaran really put on a show for science
teacher Doug Cunningham, who was observing with a

Celestron 8 (Fig. 6). Thirteen events in less than one
minute. . . complete with blinks, dimmings, flashes, on's
and off's... truly incredible. Station #1 7 manned by Dan

Driscol using a Celestron 8 and station #lg manned by
grade I I student Brian White using a 6-in. Dynascope each
recorded numerous events and both observers had wide
grins on their faces after the graze was finished.

Later that night and the following day the various
obseryers' voice and time signals, which had been recorded
on tape, were reduced and an event profile was constructed.
Figure 6 illustrates the event profile that was obtained.
Such event profiles are constructed by plotting the times of
disappearances, reappearances, along with blinks, flashes
and dimmings horizontally while the various locations of
the observing stations are plotted vertically thus producing
a profile of the moon's surface in the region of the graze.
The solid horizontal lines near the lower part of the dia-
gram indicate periods when Aldebaran was visible between
features on the moon's limb. It is interesting to note that,
with a network of observers, features of the lunar profile
as small as 50 ft can be mapped. This assumes that a timing
accuracy of about 0.1 s is attainable. . . not an unreason-
able precision for dedicated amateurs.

The detail present in the lunar mountains where the
graze had occured was certainly more complex than
the limb profile prepared by IOTA had led us to expect.
And yes, there was the problem of the top 13 stations
recording misses - the uncertainty in Aldebaran's declina-
tion (+ 0.08") would only result in a shift of about 600 ft
. . . certainly not the approximately 5000 ft we observed.
A special report was completed listing observer coordinates
and specific event details (the star's behavior as the lunar
mountains passed in front of it . . . the measured on's and
off's) and forwarded to Dr. Dunham at IOTA. Results from
other graze expeditions would now be combined with our
data and the professional astronomers would have the raw
material from which valuable scientific conclusions would
be drawn.

In the April 1980 edition of tlne Occultation News-
letter published by IOTA, David Dunham comments on our
results and those of other expeditions which attempted
this and similar grazes:

"The shift amounted to about 0.5" south over what
was expected based on the ACLPPP version of the 78A
profile. A more detailed analysis of last September's Alde-
baran graze at China Lake CA, where the geometry was
similar, showed a similar-sized south shift, as have other
grazes of Hyades stars and stars with good positions. It
appears that the (.08" * latitude) libration empirical correc-
tion which we have been applying to high latitude -
libration northern- limit grazes is no longer valid.. F or these
events, and especially for grazes of Aldebaran at the north
limb, the observing range should be shifted by 0.5" (about
0.7 mile) from what you would expect from the 78A
version ACLPPP profiles. "
Scientific and educational value of observing grazes

It is still possible to do useful scientific work without
huge, expensive equipment and the study of grazing occul-
tations is certainly one field in which this is true. Using
only modest equipment, such as 6-in. reflecting telescopes,
Radio Shack time cubes, and inexpensive tape recorders,
much valuable scientific information can be obtained.

The moon is essentially free of an atmosphere and it,
therefore, acts like a razor blade, slicing through space and
cutting off starlight neatly and without distortion. It is
this property that makes the observations of grazing occul-
tations so valuable. The primary purpose of observing
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grazes is to refine the orbital elements of the moon and, in
particular, its position in ecliptical latitude. Regardless of
how many distance measurements are obtained from the
laser reflectors, or longitude measurements obtained from
the timing of total occultations there remains one variable
in determining the position of the moon . . . its latitude or
declination. Once the position of the moon is known for a
number of times its orbital elements can be determined. By
observing changes in these orbital elements some scientists
(i.e., Thomas van Flandem of the US Naval Observatory)
are searching for changes in the universal gravitation con-
stant. With improved data astronomers can begin to deter-
mine an accurate system of stellar coordinates in the zodi-
acal region and thus provide a reference system for measur-
ing stellar proper motion. Many previously undetectecl
binary stars have now been discovered by having the moon
block out the light from the bright component thus permit-
ting the fainter companion to be visible for a brief time. In
addition, the lunar mountains in the polar Casini Areas
(flat regions around the lunar poles where background
mountains may be sunlit) can be mapped, stellar diameters
measured, and even the earth's rotation rate can be mon-
itored.

The members of the Bruce Peninsula District School,s
and the Wiarton High School's Astronomy Clubs have
enthusiastically embraced this exciting branch of amateur
astronomy. Over the past four years we have journeyed
more than 7000 miles and experienced more than our share
of failures and cloudouts. The successful observation of the
Aldebaran Etaze on Sunday, December 30 more than made
up for our past disappointments. The educational value of
this activity has many aspects: opportunities to participate
in an exciting, young field of astronomy, to make valuable
scientific measurements, to experience the beauty of a
graze, to organize and participate in an exciting scientific
expedition, to acquire a greater awareness of the moon
and its motions, and to visit new parts of our province. We
would certainly recommend this field to any physics
teacher.

IOTA: How to become involved
This important scientific activity is organized and

coordinated by IOTA, PO Box 596, Tinley Park, IL 604'l'l .

Membership in IOTA costs $11.00 a year and members
receive graze predictions 6 months in advance, The grazes
are uzually calculated for 8th magnitude or brighter stars
and the predictions that any individual member receives
depend on his travel radii for the various classes of Etazes.
A typical travel radius would depend on the rating of the
graze: 5O miles for a marginal graze, lO0 miles for a favor-
able graze, and 300 miles for a spectacular graze.The graze

Fig. 9, The smile on John Hlynialuk's face soon disappeared when
Aldebaran failed to do the same. Station #3 recorded a miss!
"Why me, God?"

rating is determined by such factors as the altitude of the
moon during the graze, the percent of the moon sunlit,
whether the graze occurs in the bright or dark limb, the
magnitude of the star, and the sun altitude or location
during the graze, A member also receives the bimonthly
O ccultation Newsle tter.

In addition to the introductory material sent to new
members by IOTA those interested may purchase the
Graze Observer's Handbook, 2nd edition, written by Harold
Provenmire and published by JSB Enterprises, 763 pine-
tree Drive, Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937 for about
$ 10.00.

We wish you well with any future graze program you
might organize with your friends, students, and colleagues.
Clear Skies and Good Observing!!
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